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Go to Mongolia! Lutheran Hour Ministries’ online mission trips became a cooperative partnership with Group Publishing called Gospel Adventures. For 2020, it’s Go Mongolia: How Vast is God’s Love. (Thanks to Allison Golz for this lead.)

The Secular Subjects and the Ministry of the Word by Martin Barlau is the latest LEA podcast available now. At all levels of Christian education, after our "Jesus Time" or "religion class," we get into the "secular subjects." But are these really just secular subjects? Shouldn't they also be a part of our Christian education? This podcast helps to explore the potential they have for helping students to grow in their life with God. (Be patient. The podcast begins about 10 seconds after you see the opening slide.)


Growth... U.S. Schools See Surge in Number of Arabic- and Chinese-Speaking English-Learners (Corey Mitchell in Learning the Language/Education Week).

Take a trip... Educational Travel Develops Critical Observation Skills (Joe Hennessey in EducationDIVE).

Give it away! Using Your Gifts for the Common Good (Keith Haney in The Light Breaks Through).
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